willed the corset, like so many other complications and overbadings, because at that moment they had an idea of the woman draped which was as far removed as possible from the woman nude, and excited them just as much. Besides, she hastened to add, it was because the women of that time had any number of children and very little knowledge of hygiene and rapidly became cascades of formless flesh.
But there was nothing to prove that some day men might not want the woman draped to be a constant, transparent reminder of the woman nude. If that day came, who would have the best of it ? The young manicurist, with her swelling breasts, or Mme de Champcenais with hers ? Oh dear, how tiring it was to think about I
Two rooms away, at his Majorelle desk, M. de Champcenais was talking on the telephone.
" That you, Champcenais ? My line wasn't working until this morning, you know."
"Why not?"
" Because of the fire at Gutenberg."
" But you're not on that exchange, are you ? **
"No."
" What do you mean, then ? "
" One never knows, with the telephone. Anyway, I was cut off. Listen. I've seen S."
"Whom?"
"S.   You know."
" Oh, yes.   Well ? "
" The other fellow has decided to raise the matter in the Chamber as soon as it reassembles, it appears."
" Seriously ? "
" Yes.   He's made up a case."
" He won't interest anybody/'
"Won't he?  He'll interest the Treasury.   It would mean a new source of revenue - just at the moment when people .are afcaid of an increase of taxes.   We don't carry much weight from tie voting point of view." And what ias S. got to say about it ? "

